It is shown that for every e > 0 , every bounded linear operator T from a subspace X of Cq(T) into a C(K) space has an extension T from Co (I") into the C(K) space such that ||T|| < (1 + e)||7"|| . Even when F is countable, T is compact, and X has codimension 1 in Cq , the "e" cannot be replaced by 0 . These results answer questions raised by J. Lindenstrauss and A. Pelczynski in 1971.
Proposition 1. Let k > 1 and let X be a subspace of a Banach space Y . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) For every compact Hausdorff space K and every operator T: X -> C (K) there is an extension T: Y -► C(K) with ||T|| < k\\T\\.
(2) There is a weak*-continuous function ip: Ball(A*) -> kBall(Y*) such that ip(x*)(x) = x*(x) for every x G X and x* G Ball(Z*).
We also need an easy decomposition lemma for subspaces of cQ(Y) which may be known but for which we have no reference.
Lemma 2. Let Y be an uncountable set and let X be a subspace of c0(Y). Then Y can be decomposed into a family {Ya}aeA ofpairwise disjoint countable sets such that if a G A and Xa = {x G X: support(x) c Ya}, then for every x G X, the restriction x|r of x to Y is in X .
Proof. For a subset A of T,let RA denote the restriction operator from cQ(Y) onto c0(A), defined by RA(x) = x\A . We must find a decomposition {Ya}a€A of r into pairwise disjoint countable sets so that Rr and set Í2 = U^,An. Now let x G Ball(A) and select xn G Ball(An+1) so that ||i?A (x -xJH -•• 0 as n -» oo. Then also \\Rax -RA xn\\ -► 0 as n -» oo. But the sequence {xn -RA xn}™=x is bounded and the terms are disjointly supported, so the sequence tends to 0 weakly in c0(Y). Hence the sequence {xni°n=i ten<ls weakly to Rax , whence RQx is in X . D Remark 3. The proof of Lemma 2 works in any space which has an extended shrinking unconditional basis. A more complicated argument gives a similar result for any space which has an extended shrinking Markuschevich basis.
Theorem 4. Let Y be an uncountable set, let e > 0, let X be a subspace of c0(Y), and suppose that K is a compact Hausdorff space. Then every operator T: X -> C(K) has an extension T: cQ(Y) -4 C(K) with ||T|| < (1 + e)||r||.
Proof. Let {Ta} -A and {Xa}n€i be as in Lemma 2, and identify X* with the /x(A)-sum of {X*}n€A in the natural way. Since each of the sets ra is countable and Xa c c0(Ta), we get from Theorem 3.1 of [LP] and Proposition 1 weak*-continuous functions ipa: Ball(A*) -> (1 + e)Ball(^(rt)) which extend functionals. Now we define \p: Ball(A*) -+ (1 +e)Ball(^(r)) by setting for x* G Ball(A*) ip(x*) = ^2a€A V/a(x*\x )■ ^ *s eas^y checked that \p is weak*-continuous and extends functional, so Proposition 1 gives the desired conclusion. D
For Example 6, we use the following well-known analogue of Proposition 1.
Proposition 5. Let k > 1, let X be a subspace of a Banach space Y, and let K be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Every compact operator T: X -► C(K) has an extension T: Y -> C(K) with ||T|| <A||r||. Example 6. There is a compact operator from a hyperplane X of cQ into C(N U {oo}) (the space of continuous functions from a convergent sequence) which has no norm-preserving extension to an operator from cQ into C(NLJ{oo}).
Proof. Let {en}^Lx (respectively, {Fn}™=x) denote the unit vector basis of c0
(respectively, /{ = c*). Fix 0 < k < \ and set F = £™, k"~x(F2n_x + F2n). X is defined to be the null space of the linear functional F . Set Since in fx G(n) -> C7 and //(«) -» G as n ^ oo, also in X* G(n)\x -* G\x and H(n)\x -> G\x as « -► oo . Set
G=||t7|A.|r'c7|A., and let Af = {G\x} U {ö(«)|Y}^, U {H(n)\x}™=x be considered as a subset of X* in the norm topology, so that K is homeomorphic to Nu {oo} and the inclusion mapping \p: K -» [Ball(A*), || ||A,.] is continuous.
To complete the proof, it is sufficient by Proposition 5 to check that for each n, G(n)\x and H(n)\x have unique Hahn-Banach extensions, say, Gn and H , respectively, to linear functional on c0, and that the sequences {C7 }^, •\^T~^+k\l+t\l ; X : +2k" \l-kt\ 1 -A 1 -k occurs only at t = 1, so Hn = H(n) -F is the unique Hahn-Banach extension of H(n)\x . But, as mentioned at the beginning of the proof, the sequence {Gn}™=x converges in fx to G and {#"}^L, converges in /x to G -F. n
